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A b s t r a c t

Theoretical estimates of the radiative and annihllative

decays of the r D j charmonium level are discussed within the

framework of the nonrelatiiristic potential model of charmoni-

um. I t i s argued that the state /t (3.45) possibly seen in

jPf radiative decay cannot be identified with the IT),

eharmonium leve l .
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1. Introduction

It i s well knownt̂ J thp*" the interpretation of the state

at 3.455 <?eV possibly observed in Ф' radiative decays a»

2 S chr.rr.Obium level (. '/ ) encounters a lot of

troubles because of the experimental boundf J

(1)

while in the standard nonrelativistic charmonium model one

expeotst j

if..

Harari|?Jhas made a proposal that the bound (1) can

be accomodated i f ^ ( 3 . 4 5 ) i s the 1T>2-Ievel of cbarsi&ni-

um. The width of the annihilative decay of 1 T>2 into badrons

ia determined as well as that of #, by the two-gluoc. anni-

hilation ratet ]» However» in ease of a D-state the latter

i s heavily suppressed because of vanishing of the D-state

quark wave-function at the origin. The radiative decay

"2 ~* ̂ T"'^/ i e a * s o fl*rcngly suppressed but the hope exp-

ressed i n P j i s tbat the latter suppression i s less strong

than the foraer one» so that the branching ratio (1) would

oe of the right order of magnitude.

Below sone estimates will be presented concerning the

widths of various decay modes of a Dg charmonium level»

fro» which i t can be inferred that the expectations of Ref.

1 iare not substaatiated, i . e . that the suppression of the

4>2 decay into j/f+f eee«s even more strong than that of

the annihilative decays. Besides that i t will be shown that

the decay of 1T>2 Into l^Pj^ jf which was not considered in



all might turn out to be the dominant decay mode of the

lh>g-sba.tet In spite of the fact tjat i t seems to be impo-

ssible to identify the l^Dg-stste with either of the charmo-

nium levels observed so far, an investigation of this level

as well as others of paracharmonium ( P-̂ , S ) promises to

be very instructive for understanding the dynamics of char-

aoniua.

2. D^-Level Annihilation into Hadrons

Using the simple technique presented inP]one can est i-

mate the rate of a I^-state annihilation into two gluons.

However; i t i s simplier to calculate first the two-photon

annihilation rate of a positronium-like TJg-state *••«• with

the unit charge and with no colour, and then convert the re-

sult thus obtained into the charmonium annihilation into

gluonsP* \ j . Since the positrouium D-wave eigenfunction va-

nishes at the origin as £,г the amplitude of the T)2-state

annihilation is given by terms of the order (v/c) in the ex-

pansion of e+e"*-* 2tf amplitude by powers of v/c (v being

the electron velocity in the cm. frame).

Neglecting the terms describing the (v/c)'1' corrections

to a SQ-state annihilation one arives at the following exp-

ression for the amplitude of D~ -* 2-tf annihilation

тйхеге p i s the electron momentum in the cm.frame, m

i s i t s mass, #^ г are the photon polarization vectors, n

is the unit vector directed towards one of the photons' mo-

mentum and %m i s the pseudoscalar spinor part of the T>2



wave function ( \X
0
\ = D» The coordinate D-state eigen-

function has the form

• (з)
O9

о

prom where one gets

and converting this into charmonium annihilation rates one

finds

(5)

where Ug is the quark-gluon coupling constant which, as

determined from an analysis of У/]р -meson decays is equal

to o(
s
 cs. 0.2. The nvmerical values of the estimates de-

pend on the form of the potential. The harmonic oscillator

potential model I?] on one hand in all other cases gives rea-

sonable results close to those obtained in the linear poten-

tial modell •''^Jand provides with estimates calculable in

an analytic form, on the other. In this model one readily

finds



( Лег 0.55 Ge72 [ 5 3).

The ваше model requires i . « 2 . J GeV, so that the rate of

11D2 annihilation into two gluons can be estimated as

1 ^ -* iiadrons) if 10 keV. (в)

On the other hand, if. one substitutes in (в) Up/2 « 1.73 Ge?

instead of л (as i t i s usually done in Eef. I J ) then one

arrives at

° keV

(It i s worth reminding that in the nonrelativistic model

i t i s impossible to distinguish mc and M/2).

In-a>ite of the roughness of such estimates the пдае-

rical values obtained seem to be quite reasonable. I t can be

also noted that in Ref. {л] from dispersion relations and the

asymptotic freedom of Quantum Chromodjnamics i t was obtained

that

g -* hadrons) ar 80W.20 keV if J^ -- 3.45-3.5

which is in a good agreement with the estimate (9).

3» Maaaetic Radiative Transitions Involving

1^2 "
 L e v e l

In this section we shall first consider the radiative

transition / -» О
г
 % and then we shall proceed to a dis-

cussion of the radiative decay of the T>
2
 level. The Hamil-

toaian which governs the magnetic transitions between the

spin triplet charmonium levels ( ^
 t
 \^)

 a n d

has the form



where H (%) i s the magnetic field of the photon emi-

tted in the transition, C£ and C£ are the c- and e-spia

operators and

If ff were a pure &-\ charmonium state, the width

of the decay ФГ
-+ *Р

г
+# would have been determined by the

following formula

(11)

where со is the photon energy anQ.

(k - 3 (Инл -

In the harmonic oscillator model one has

P - -
r
 ~

Therefore i f a C ^ ) = 3.45 GeV ( oo as. 240 MeV) one obtains

Г(z% -> l \

However it was argued elsewhere (see, e.g.Pj) that f

can contain an essential admixture of a ^D.-state. (The

mixing angle may reach 0.2-0.25). For a ^Dj-state the tran-

sition rate into h*
z

 +
 /

 i e
 given by



where

and here i t i s assumed that the spin-dependent interaction

does not spoil essential ly the coordinate wave functions.

If CO* 24o MeV one finds

where the lower numerical value refers to the case a
c
 a*

«• 2.3 GeV while the upper one corresponds to m «1.64 GeV

С J. Thus in case the admixture of the ̂ D. wave function

in Y- doee reach 0.2-0.25 the decay rate of f* into

T>2

 + ]f ^У reach about 1 keV and the decay caa be acce-

ssible for an experimental study.

For the 3/f -meson the ^Dj-admixture should be much

l e s s than that in Ф because of a larger energy denomina-

tor determining the mixing angle. Therefore the transit ion

rate of ^ 2 ""* y/f+X d e c a 7 C a a °e obtained from eqs. (11)

and (12) where one should only allow for the difference of

the s t a t i s t i c a l weights of the D 2 and J/f * The result i s

r a % -
In the harmonic oscillator model for IB -# IS transition

the overlap integral F is given by

P A**-

8



from where we estimate < CO & 350

(m
c
= 2.3 - 1.6 GeV).

*• Jhe Decay

The decay ̂ Dg ~* * • & /
 i s a u s u a l E 1

 transition and

it is not suppressed. The width of this transition is given

by

-Ai*Г)*

where

In the harmonic oscillator model J, - /*>Л t hence

the decay width can be parametrized as follows

3

The numerical value of the rate depends heavily on the

mass spacing of JD^
 a n d p

i states* In the oscillator model

the spacing is one half of that of f
f
 and j/f , i.e. U)

a 300 MeV. In this case the decay width is about 300 keV.

In the linear potential model the spacing should be lees but

the matrix element I is expected to be larger, зо that in

either case the estimate

~ 100-300 ke7 (15)



веете to be quite moderate and reasonable, since that is

the right order of El transition probability between node-

less levels of a characteristic ruoias R ~ (0.5 GeV)" end

with the available decay energy to ~ ?r»O-3
p
O MoV. Thus,

this decay mode should dominate over those considered abovet

T>2 "* hadrone and T>
2
 "* Hrf* * -

5* piscuasion of the Results

Thus, from the estimates of the previous sections it

seems plausible that B(1T>
2
 ~* ̂ r

1
*/) ̂  1O"**-1O • Hence,

of the rouehoess of our estimates it can be inferr-

ed that there is no way to identify the X(3.45) state

with the 1 Bj charmouium level. And the latter still awaits

its discovery.

On the other hauu?, it can be noted that one would

axpeot that

во4>
2
 -Р I 3

P
X
+ ^ ) *, 30%.

Therefore one can imagine a peculiar cascade of jjf -

transitions

(16)

where only the first transition i s a "narrow path1*. As to

the other two their branching ratios are thought to be

>, 50% in case the estimates of Refs, t^»6Jof the had^onie

width of the lTPj eh%x*onium level

f*̂  1 ~* ' gluone -* hadrone)» 100-500 X»T

ax* eorreot. An observation of the oa«csd« (16) would be a

beautiful opportunity to study the рагеоЪаглохЛиа level*.
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